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Abstract. Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) aims to visualize the three dimensional susceptibility dis-4
tribution by solving the field-to-source inverse problem using the phase data in magnetic resonance5
signal. However, the inverse problem is ill-posed since the Fourier transform of integral kernel has6
zeroes in the frequency domain. Although numerous regularization based models have been proposed7
to overcome this problem, the incompatibility in the field data has not received enough attention,8
which leads to deterioration of the recovery. In this paper, we show that the data acquisition process9
of QSM inherently generates a harmonic incompatibility in the measured local field. Based on such10
discovery, we propose a novel regularization based susceptibility reconstruction model with an addi-11
tional sparsity based regularization term on the harmonic incompatibility. Numerical experiments12
show that the proposed method achieves better performance than the existing approaches.13
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1. Introduction. Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) [13] is a novel imaging tech-17

nique that visualizes the magnetic susceptibility distribution from the measured field data18

associated with magnetization M = (M1,M2,M3) induced in the body by an MR scanner.19

The magnetic susceptibility χ is an intrinsic property of the material which relates M and the20

magnetic field H = (H1, H2, H3) through M = χH [45]. As physiological and/or pathological21

processes alter tissues’ magnetic susceptibilities, QSM has been widely applied in biomedical22

image analysis [45]. Applications include demyelination, inflammation, and iron overload in23

multiple sclerosis [8], neurodegeneration and iron overload in Alzheimer’s disease [1], Hunt-24

ington’s disease [50], changes in metabolic oxygen consumption [25], hemorrhage including25

microhemorrhage and blood degradation [28], bone mineralization [14], drug delivery using26

magnetic nanocarriers [34].27

QSM uses the phase data of a complex gradient echo (GRE) signal as the phase linearly28

increases with respect to the field perturbation induced by the magnetic susceptibility distri-29

bution in an MR scanner [52]. More concretely, assume that an object is placed in an MR30

scanner with the main static magnetic field B0 = (0, 0, B0) where B0 is a positive constant.31

Then, for any x ∈ R3, the observed complex GRE signal I(x, TE) at an echo time TEsec is32

modeled as33

I(x, TE) = m(x) exp {−i (b(x)ω0B0TE + θ0(x))} , (1.1)3435
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of QSM reconstruction process.

where ω0 = 42.577MHz/T is the proton gyromagnetic ratio, b is the total field induced by the36

susceptibility distribution in an MR scanner, and θ0 is the coil sensitivity dependent phase37

offset. The magnitude image m(x) in (1.1) is proportional to the proton density [52], and the38

phase θ(x) in I(x, TE) is written as39

θ(x) = b(x)ω0B0TE + θ0(x). (1.2)4041

Based on the observations θ(x), QSM aims at visualizing the susceptibility distribution χ(x)42

in the region of interests (ROI) Ω which occupies the water and brain tissues. Note that the43

ROI Ω can be readily determined by I(x, TE) (and thus by m(x)) as m(x) = |I(x, TE)| ≈ 044

whenever x /∈ Ω [30, 44, 52]. The standard QSM consists of the following four steps: offset45

correction, phase unwrapping, background field removal and dipole inversion (see Figure 1 for46

the overview of the process). The first three steps extract the local field bl that is contained in47

the total field b: the offset correction removes/corrects θ0(x) from θ(x) to obtain b(x)ω0B0TE48

(the offset corrected phase) lying in (−π, π]; the phase unwrapping removes the artificial jumps49

in the offset corrected phase when estimating the total field b; the background field removal50

eliminates the field induced by the susceptibility outside Ω such as skulls and nasal cavity.51

Interested readers may refer to [24, 44, 52] and references therein for more details.52

Given the local field bl, the dipole inversion recovers the susceptibility distribution χ in Ω53

by solving the following convolution relation [31, 32, 33]:54

bl(x) = pv

∫
Ω
d(x− y)χ(y)dy, (1.3)55

56

where pv denotes the principal value [48] of the singular integral with the kernel d:57

d(x) =
2x2

3 − x2
1 − x2

2

4π|x|5
.58

59

In the frequency domain, (1.3) reads60

F(bl)(ξ) = D(ξ)F(χ)(ξ) =

(
1

3
− ξ2

3

|ξ|2

)
F(χ)(ξ) (1.4)61

62
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where D = F(d) is the Fourier transform of d and D(0) = 0 by the definition of pv [13, 24].63

From (1.4), it is easy to see that recovering the susceptibility distribution χ is ill-posed as64

D = 0 on the critical manifold Γ0 =
{
ξ ∈ R3 : ξ2

1 + ξ2
2 − 2ξ2

3 = 0
}

. This ill-posedness leads to65

the streaking artifacts unless the data bl satisfies a proper compatibility condition [9].66

1.1. Existing QSM Reconstruction Methods. In the literature, various QSM reconstruc-67

tion methods have been explored to deal with the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem (1.4).68

Early attempts mainly focus on the direct methods based on the modification of (1.4) near69

Γ0 [27]. One benchmark method, called the truncated K-space division (TKD) [47], finds the70

approximate solution to (1.4) via:71

χ~ = F−1(X~), where X~(ξ) =
sign(D(ξ))

max {|D(ξ)|, ~}
F(bl)(ξ) (1.5)72

73

with a threshold level ~ > 0. Another method recovers χ via solving the following Tikhonov74

regularization [29]:75

min
χ

1

2
‖Aχ− bl‖22 + ε ‖χ‖22 (1.6)76

77

where ε > 0 and A denotes the forward operator that is obtained by discretizing the kernel D.78

Recently, some other direct methods are proposed, e.g. the iterative susceptibility weighted79

imaging and susceptibility mapping [49], the analytic continuation [39] and so on. Even though80

these direct methods are simple to implement, they can introduce additional artifacts due to81

the modification of 1/D near Γ0 in the frequency domain [9, 27, 40].82

In recent years, the regularization based methods have been proposed and show the supe-83

rior performance over the direct method [27, 51]. Mathematically, it is formulated as solving84

the minimization problem:85

min
χ

F (bl|χ) +R(χ), (1.7)86
87

where F (bl|χ) denotes the data fidelity term and R(χ) is the regularization term which most-88

ly promotes the sparse approximation of χ under some linear transformation such as total89

variation and wavelet frames. According to the choices of F (bl|χ), the regularization based90

methods can be classified into the integral approaches and the differential approaches [27].91

The most widely used integral approaches are based on the convolution relation (1.3). For92

example, F (bl|χ) = 1
2 ‖Aχ− bl‖

2
2 when the data is corrupted by a white Gaussian noise. Even93

though the integral approach is capable of suppressing streaking artifacts, it is empirically94

reported in [27] that the reconstructed image can contain the shadow artifacts in the region95

of piecewise constant susceptibility. The differential approaches are based on the following96

partial differential equation (PDE)97

−∆bl(x) = P (D)χ(x) =

(
−1

3
∆ +

∂2

∂x2
3

)
χ(x) x ∈ Ω (1.8)98

99

which is derived from the Maxwell’s equation [23, 45]. In this case, one typical fidelity term100

is F (bl|χ) = 1
2 ‖P (D)χ+ ∆bl‖22 by considering −∆bl as a measurement. Compared with the101
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integral approach, the differential approach is able to restore susceptibility image with less102

shadow artifacts. However, the noise in the data can be amplified by −∆, which leads to the103

streaking artifacts [52]. In [27], the differential approach is implemented by incorporating the104

spherical mean value (SMV) filter Sr with a radius r > 0 [30] into the integral approach:105

min
χ

1

2
‖Sr (Aχ− bl)‖22 +R(χ). (1.9)106

107

Since the implementation of Sr causes the erosion of Ω according to the choice of r, the loss of108

anatomical information near ∂Ω is inevitable at the cost of the shadow artifact removal [27].109

1.2. Motivations and Contributions of Our Approach. Even though the equations (1.3)110

and (1.8) are known to be equivalent [9, 27, 40], it is observed that the local field bl defined111

as (1.3) is a particular solution of the PDE (1.8). Whenever the data acquisition is based on112

the PDE (1.8), the measured local field data will be written as the superposition of bl in (1.3)113

and the ambiguity of −∆, which will be referred as the harmonic incompatibility. Therefore,114

there is a need to identify/remove the harmonic incompatibility from the measured local field115

data for better reconstruction results as it is smooth, analytic and satisfies the mean value116

property in an open set [19], which are different from the noise properties.117

It is noted that the background field removal aims at obtaining the local field bl via solving118

a Poisson equation with certain boundary condition as the background field is harmonic in119

Ω [30, 43, 52, 57]. In this case, the measured local field bl is represented by the Green’s120

function associated with the boundary condition [9]. Thus, it is inevitable that bl contains the121

incompatibility associated with the imposed boundary condition. In this paper, we investigate122

the incompatibility of the local filed data in QSM and establish that this incompatibility123

consists of two harmonic functions inside and outside Ω respectively, and its (distributional)124

Laplacian defines a surface measure on ∂Ω (see Theorem 2.2 for details and Figures 2 to 5125

for illustrations). Therefore, we can establish a new forward model in QSM by taking this126

harmonic incompatibility into account.127

Based on this discovery, we impose a constraint on harmonic incompatibility term in sus-128

ceptibility reconstruction model. Since our theoretical results suggest that the incompatibility129

is harmonic except on ∂Ω, one straightforward approach is to penalize its (discrete) Laplacian130

on points x /∈ ∂Ω. However, it is in general difficult to explicitly model this harmonic incom-131

patibility and/or to directly impose its property into the susceptibility reconstruction model132

due to the complicated geometries of human brains and the limited spatial resolution in real133

MRI data. Instead, we impose the sparse regularization of the incompatibility as the support134

of its Laplacian is small compared to the size of image. Combing it with traditional regular-135

ization on the susceptibility image, we propose a novel regularization based QSM model by136

imposing additional constraints on the incompatibility term. Within the new model, we can137

suppress the incompatibility other than the noise, achieving the whole brain imaging with less138

artifacts together with the regularization of susceptibility image. Experiments on both brain139

phantom and vivo MR data consistently show the advantages of the proposed HIRE model140

which achieves the state-of-the-art performance. Besides, our experiments suggest that tight141

frame regularization of the susceptibility image can avoid the constant offset [27] and lead to142

efficient computation.143
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1.3. Organization of Paper. In section 2, we introduce our HIRE model for whole brain144

susceptibility imaging. More precisely, we first briefly review the biophysics forward model of145

QSM in subsection 2.1, and characterize the harmonic incompatibility in the local field data146

in subsection 2.2. Based on the characterization, we introduce the proposed HIRE model147

in subsection 2.3, followed by an alternating minimization algorithm in subsection 2.4. In148

section 3, we present experimental results for both brain phantom and in vivo MR data, and149

the concluding remarks are given in section 4.150

2. Harmonic Incompatibility Removal (HIRE) Model for Whole Brain Imaging.151

2.1. Preliminaries on Biophysics of QSM. In an MRI scanner with the main static mag-152

netic field B0 = (0, 0, B0) where B0 is a positive constant, objects gain a magnetization M(x).153

This magnetization generates a macroscopic field B(x) satisfying the following magnetostatic154

Maxwell’s equation [23, 45]155

∇ ·B = 0

∇×B = µ0∇×M,
(2.1)156

157

where µ0 = 8.854× 10−12F/m is the vacuum permittivity. Since the MRI signal is generated158

by the microscopic field B`(x) experienced by the spins of water protons [27], we use the159

following Lorenz sphere correction model [23]:160

B`(x) = B(x)− 2

3
µ0M(x) (2.2)161

162

to relate B(x) and B`(x).163

Note that since M(x) is generated by B0 field, we have M(x) = (0, 0,M(x)). Moreover,164

since we consider the linear magnetic materials with |χ| � 1, χ can be approximated as165

χ(x) ≈ µ0

B0
M(x). (2.3)166

167

Finally, we introduce the total field b(x) as168

b(x) =
B`3(x)−B0

B0
(2.4)169

170

where B`3(x) denotes the third component of B`(x).171

Combining (2.1)–(2.4) and taking the third component into account only, we obtain the172

following relation between χ and b in the frequency domain:173

|ξ|2F(b)(ξ) =

(
1

3
|ξ|2 − ξ2

3

)
F(χ)(ξ), (2.5)174

175

which gives176

−∆b = P (D)χ :=

(
−1

3
∆ +

∂2

∂x2
3

)
χ. (2.6)177

178
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Then for a given susceptibility distribution χ (in R3), the general solution b which is bounded179

everywhere in R3 is expressed as180

b(x) =

∫
R3

Φ(x− y)

(
−1

3
∆y +

∂2

∂y2
3

)
χ(y)dy + b0 (2.7)181

182

where b0 is some constant, and Φ(x) = 1/ (4π|x|).183

In MRI, the phase of a complex GRE MR signal is linear with respect to the total field184

b in (2.7) [52], and the constant b0 is determined by the coil sensitivity of an MR scanner185

as the coil sensitivity dependent phase offset is in general assumed to be a constant [24, 44].186

However, since we can remove it during the phase estimation from the multi echo GRE signal187

[12], we assume that b0 = 0 and188

b(x) =

∫
R3

Φ(x− y)

(
−1

3
∆y +

∂2

∂y2
3

)
χ(y)dy (2.8)189

190

in the rest of this paper. Note that b defined as above is induced by the susceptibility distri-191

bution in the entire space, which is different from bl in (1.3).192

Remark 2.1. Since [9, Proposition A.1.] has discussed the equivalence between (2.8) and193

the following representation in the literature194

b(x) = pv

∫
R3

d(x− y)χ(y)dy, (2.9)195
196

we shall use (2.8) in the rest of this paper. Note that (2.8) avoids the singularity of the kernel197

d(x− y) in (2.9) as Φ(x− y) is locally integrable near x = y.198

2.2. Characterization of Harmonic Incompatibility in Local Field Data. In QSM, the199

total field b(x) is obtained from the phase data of a complex GRE MR signal [44, 52]. In fact,200

if the information of b is available over the entire space, then we can directly solve inverse201

problem from the knowledge of b without the background field removal step. However, since202

the GRE signal is not available outside Ω, the information of b is available only inside Ω.203

Moreover, even if χ is compactly supported, the support of b may not necessarily coincide204

with that of χ, which inevitably leads to the information loss outside Ω [44, 52].205

Since the total field b depends on the susceptibility distribution throughout the entire space206

[44], it consists of the background field induced from the susceptibility outside Ω, which is of207

no interest, and the local field bl by the susceptibility in Ω which we aim to visualize. Since the208

substantial susceptibility sources are usually located outside Ω which makes the background209

field dominant in b compared to the local field bl, we need to remove the background field210

from the (incomplete) total field prior to the dipole inversion [44, 52].211

In the literature, given that the background field is harmonic in Ω [52, 57], the background212

field removal methods take the form of the following Poisson’s equation in [57]:213 {
−∆bl = −∆b in Ω

bl = 0 on ∂Ω.
(2.10)214

215
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Under this setting, we present Theorem 2.2 which characterizes the relation between (2.10)216

and the PDE (2.6), and the measured local field obtained by solving (2.10) contains an in-217

compatibility which consists of two harmonic functions both inside and outside Ω due to the218

imposed boundary condition.219

Theorem 2.2. Let Ω ⊆ R3 be an open and bounded set with C1 boundary ∂Ω. Let b satisfy220

(2.8) for a given χ compactly supported in R3, and let bl : Ω→ R be obtained from (2.10). If221

we extend bl into R3 by assigning bl(x) = 0 for x /∈ Ω, then we have the followings:222

1. There exists v(x) such that223

bl(x) =

∫
Ω

Φ(x− y)

(
−1

3
∆y +

∂2

∂y2
3

)
χ(y)dy + v(x) (2.11)224

225

for x ∈ R3, and v(x) satisfies226 ∫
R3

v(x) (−∆ϕ) (x)dx =

∫
∂Ω

[
∂vi

∂n
(x)− ∂ve

∂n
(x)

]
ϕ(x)dσ(x) (2.12)227

228

for ϕ ∈ C∞0 (R3), where vi and ve denote the restriction of v in Ω and R3\Ω respectively,229

and n denotes the outward unit normal vector of ∂Ω.230

2. Moreover, we have231

∂vi

∂n
− ∂ve

∂n
6= 0 almost everywhere on ∂Ω (2.13)232

233

whenever P (D)χ 6= 0 in Ω. Hence, −∆v = 0 in R3 \ ∂Ω, and −∆v 6= 0 on ∂Ω in this234

case.235

Proof. Since −∆b = P (D)χ, the governing equation in (2.10) becomes236 {
−∆bl = P (D)χ in Ω

bl = 0 on ∂Ω.
237

238

Let G(x,y) denote the Green’s function in Ω:239

G(x,y) = Φ(y − x)−H(x,y)240241

where for each x ∈ Ω, the corrector function H(x,y) satisfies242 {
−∆yH(x,y) = 0 if y ∈ Ω

H(x,y) = Φ(y − x) if y ∈ ∂Ω.
243

244

Note that since G(x,y) = G(y,x) for x,y ∈ Ω and Φ(y−x) = Φ(x− y), we have H(x,y) =245

H(y,x) for x,y ∈ Ω. Consequently, we have246

−∆xH(x,y) = −∆xH(y,x) = 0 x ∈ Ω. (2.14)247248

Then the solution to (2.10) is represented as249

bl(x) =

∫
Ω
G(x,y)P (Dy)χ(y)dy =

∫
Ω

Φ(x− y)P (Dy)χ(y)dy +H(x)250
251
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where we used the fact that Φ(y − x) = Φ(x− y), and H(x) is defined as252

H(x) = −
∫

Ω
H(x,y)P (Dy)χ(y)dy253

254

for x ∈ Ω. Then we can see that H(x) satisfies255 {
−∆H = 0 in Ω

H = −b̃l on ∂Ω
(2.15)256

257

where the first equation of (2.15) comes from (2.14). Here, b̃l is induced by the information258

of χ only in Ω:259

b̃l(x) =

∫
Ω

Φ(x− y)P (Dy)χ(y)dy =

∫
R3

Φ(x− y)1Ω(y)P (Dy)χ(y)dy (2.16)260
261

with 1Ω being the characteristic function of Ω.262

Based on the fact that bl(x) = 0 for x ∈ R3 \ Ω, we define263

v(x) =

{
vi(x) = H(x) if x ∈ Ω

ve(x) = −b̃l(x) if x /∈ Ω.
264

265

Hence, we obtain (2.11), and we can further see that vi and ve satisfy266

−∆vi = 0 in Ω (2.17)267

−∆ve = 0 in R3 \ Ω (2.18)268

vi = ve = −b̃l on ∂Ω, (2.19)269270

respectively, where (2.18) comes from (2.16); −∆b̃l = 1ΩP (D)χ, i.e. −∆b̃l = P (D)χ in Ω,271

and −∆b̃l = 0 in R3 \ Ω.272

To prove (2.12), let ϕ ∈ C∞0 (R3), and we consider273 ∫
R3

v(x) (−∆ϕ) (x)dx =

∫
Ω
vi(x) (−∆ϕ) (x)dx+

∫
R3\Ω

ve(x) (−∆ϕ) (x)dx274

= I1 + I2275276

Using (2.17) and (2.19) and the Green’s identity (e.g. [19]), we have277

I1 =

∫
Ω

[ϕ(x) (∆vi) (x)− vi(x) (∆ϕ) (x)] dx278

=

∫
∂Ω

[
ϕ(x)

∂vi

∂n
(x)− vi(x)

∂ϕ

∂n
(x)

]
dσ(x) =

∫
∂Ω

[
ϕ(x)

∂vi

∂n
(x) + b̃l(x)

∂ϕ

∂n
(x)

]
dσ(x).279

280

Similarly using (2.18) and (2.19), we also have281

I2 =

∫
R3\Ω

[ϕ(x) (∆ve) (x)− ve(x) (∆ϕ) (x)] dx282

=

∫
∂Ω

[
−ϕ(x)

∂ve

∂n
(x) + ve(x)

∂ϕ

∂n
(x)

]
dσ(x) = −

∫
∂Ω

[
ϕ(x)

∂ve

∂n
(x) + b̃l(x)

∂ϕ

∂n
(x)

]
dσ(x)283

284
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where the second equality comes from the fact that we need to compute the inward normal285

derivatives on ∂Ω. Hence, combining these two equalities, we obtain (2.12).286

To prove 2, we assume on the contrary that there exists x ∈ ∂Ω such that287

∂vi

∂n
=
∂ve

∂n
288
289

for some open and connected set U ⊆ ∂Ω such that x ∈ U and σ(U) > 0. Choose r > 0 such290

that B(x, r) ∩ ∂Ω is contained in U , where B(x, r) denotes an open ball centered at x with291

radius r. Then since −∆v = 0 in B(x, r) and v = ve = −b̃l in B(x, r) ∩
(
R3 \ Ω

)
, it follows292

that v = −b̃l in B(x, r) by the analyticity of v in B(x, r). Since this means that v = vi = −b̃l293

in B(x, r) ∩ Ω, together with the fact that vi is harmonic in Ω, we have vi = −b̃l in Ω by the294

analyticity of vi in Ω. Since v = −b̃l on ∂Ω, we have v = −b̃l in R3. Hence, −∆b̃l = 0 in R3,295

and thus, P (D)χ = 0 in Ω, which is a contradiction.296

Remark 2.3. From the proof of Theorem 2.2, the incompatibility v in (2.11) is from the297

boundary condition of (2.10) which is not related to the regularity of χ. More precisely, vi298

inside Ω is generated by the information of the unknown true local field b̃l on ∂Ω so that the299

boundary condition of (2.10) is matched. In addition, it is obvious that ve outside Ω is due to300

the information loss outside Ω.301

Remark 2.4. Notice that P (D) is a “wave type” differential operator (by considering x3 as302

the time variable). Indeed, the proof of (2.13) tells us that if P (D)χ = 0 in Ω, such χ has a303

wave type structure in Ω regardless of its regularity, whereas the susceptibility of human brain304

does not have such a wave type structure [9]. Hence in QSM, it follows that −∆v defined as305

(2.12) is a nonvanishing surface measure on ∂Ω, i.e. −∆v = 0 in R3 \ ∂Ω, but −∆v 6= 0 on306

∂Ω.307

We present Figures 2 to 5 to illustrate Theorem 2.2 by using the Shepp-Logan phantom308

(Figures 2 and 3) and the brain phantom (Figures 4 and 5). Using the limited total field b in309

Figures 2d, 3d, 4d and 5d which are derived from (2.8) by placing strong susceptibilities outside310

Ω, we solve (2.10) using multigrid (MG) based the finite difference method [57] to obtain the311

measured local field bl in Figures 2f, 3f, 4f and 5f which are used for the susceptibility312

reconstruction. We also display the true local field b̃l obtained from (2.16) in Figures 2e,313

3e, 4e and 5e for the comparison with the measured bl. Finally, v = bl − b̃l and | − ∆v|314

are displayed in Figures 2g, 3g, 4g and 5g and Figures 2h, 3h, 4h and 5h respectively for315

better illustrations. Compared to the Shepp-Logan phantom, the brain phantom shows the316

artifacts as shown in Figure 4h. There are two possible reasons of the artifacts. Firstly,317

since the boundary of human brain is more complicated than the Shepp-Logan phantom, the318

erroneous boundary values may have affected the background field removal in the case of brain319

phantom, as pointed out in [57]. Secondly, unlike the Shepp-Logan phantom with isotropic320

spatial resolution (1 × 1 × 1mm3), the brain phantom has an anisotropic spatial resolution321

of 0.9375 × 0.9375 × 1.5mm3. As pointed out in [20], the MG method has a limitation that322

errors in certain directions (x3 direction in our case) are not smoothed by standard relaxation323

and as a consequence, it is inappropriate to coarsen in these directions, which may lead to324

artifacts in Figure 4h along the x3 direction. Since the real spatial resolution of phase data325

is not necessarily isotropic, an efficient and effective numerical solver of (2.10) need to be326

investigated in the future, which is beyond the scope of this paper at this point.327
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(a) ROI Ω (b) χ in Ω (c) χ in R3 \ Ω (d) Simulated total field b

(e) True local field b̃l (f) Measured local field bl (g) v = bl − b̃l (h) |−∆v|
Figure 2. Sagittal slice images of 256× 256× 256 Shepp-Logan phantom with 1× 1× 1mm3. χ in R3 \Ω is

displayed in the window level [0, 550], b̃l, bl and v in the window level [−0.025, 0.025], and |−∆v| in the window
level [0, 0.001].

(a) ROI Ω (b) χ in Ω (c) χ in R3 \ Ω (d) Simulated total field b

(e) True local field b̃l (f) Measured local field bl (g) v = bl − b̃l (h) |−∆v|

Figure 3. Axial slice images of Figure 2. The images of χ in R3 \Ω, b̃l, bl, v, and |−∆v| are displayed in
the same window level as Figure 2.
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(a) ROI Ω (b) χ in Ω (c) χ in R3 \ Ω (d) Simulated total field b

(e) True local field b̃l (f) Measured local field bl (g) v = bl − b̃l (h) |−∆v|

Figure 4. Sagittal slice images of 256 × 256 × 98 brain phantom images with 0.9375 × 0.9375 × 1.5mm3.
Image of χ in R3 \ Ω is displayed in the window level [0, 500], b̃l and bl in the window level [−0.05, 0.05], v in
the window level [−0.025, 0.025], and |−∆v| in the window level [0, 0.01] respectively.

(a) ROI Ω (b) χ in Ω (c) χ in R3 \ Ω (d) Simulated total field b

(e) True local field b̃l (f) Measured local field bl (g) v = bl − b̃l (h) |−∆v|
Figure 5. Axial slice images of Figure 4. The images of χ in R3 \Ω, b̃l, bl, v, and |−∆v| are displayed in

the same window level as Figure 4.

2.3. Proposed HIRE Susceptibility Reconstruction Model. We begin with introducing328

some notation. Let O = {0, · · · , N1 − 1} × {0, · · · , N2 − 1} × {0, · · · , N3 − 1} denote the set329

of indices of N1×N2×N3 grids, and let Ω ⊆ O denote the set of indices corresponding to the330

ROI. Denote ∂Ω to be the indices of the boundary of ROI Ω. Finally, the space of real valued331

functions defined on O is denoted as I3 ' RN1×N2×N3 .332

Let bl ∈ I3 be the (noisy) measured local field data obtained from (2.10), which satisfies333
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bl = 0 in O \ Ω. From the viewpoint of Theorem 2.2, we can model it as334

bl = Aχ+ v + η335336

where A = F−1DF denotes the discretization of the forward operator in (2.11). Here, χ ∈ I3337

is the unknown true susceptibility image supported in Ω, v ∈ I3 is the incompatibility arising338

from solving (2.10), and η is the additive noise.339

We observe that in the discrete setting, (2.12) in Theorem 2.2 can be understood as340

Lv = 0 in O \ ∂Ω and Lv 6= 0 on ∂Ω (2.20)341342

with the discrete Laplacian L, as Lv is supported on ∂Ω. However, it is in general dif-343

ficult to directly impose (2.20) into the susceptibility reconstruction model (e.g. penalizing344

‖(Lv)O\∂Ω‖22) for the following reasons: 1) the estimation of Ω always contains error due to the345

complicated geometry of the human brain; 2) the real MRI data may not exactly satisfy (2.20)346

due to its spatial resolution [23]; 3) the discretization can introduce the error on the boundary347

of Ω. However, it is a fact that the support of Lv is small compared to |O| = N1N2N3, i.e. Lv348

is sparse. Consequently, we penalize the ‖Lv‖1 for the incompatibility term v. Although the349

‖Lv‖1 does not necessarily satisfy the harmonic constraints on O \ ∂Ω, it is a good relaxation350

approach when considering the error source of the forward model in QSM. In addition, moti-351

vated by the successful results on the wavelet frame based image restoration (e.g. [3, 4]), we352

assume the sparse approximation of χ under a given wavelet transformation W , and propose353

our HIRE model as follows:354

min
χ,v∈I3

1

2
‖Aχ+ v − bl‖2Σ + λ ‖Lv‖1 + ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 (2.21)355

356

where ‖·‖2Σ = 〈Σ·, ·〉 with the SNR weight Σ which is estimated from the MRI [32, 38]. Here,357

‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 is the isotropic `1 norm of the wavelet frame coefficients [4] defined as358

‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 :=
∑
k∈O

L−1∑
l=0

γl[k]

(∑
α∈B
|(Wl,αχ) [k]|2

)1/2

. (2.22)359

360

(See Appendix A for the brief introduction on the wavelet frames.)361

There are many variational regularizations for the susceptibility image including total362

variation (TV) [42], total generalized variation (TGV) [2, 55], and weighted TV for morpho-363

logical consistency [26]. However, since D(0) = 0, the χ subproblem is a rank deficient system364

matrix, when using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) methods [18]365

to solve the regularization model. As a consequence, we may need additional prior informa-366

tion such as the zero susceptibility value in the cerebrospinal fluid region [36] for the stable367

reconstruction. In contrast, by using the tight frame regularization, the system matrix of χ368

subproblem has a full column rank, which can lead to the computational efficiency over the369

existing variational methods.370

Remark 2.5. For better understanding of our HIRE model, we temporarily assume that371

Σ = I and consider372

min
χ,v∈I3

1

2
‖Aχ+ v − bl‖22 + λ ‖Lv‖1 + ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 .373

374
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If v ≡ 0, our model reduces to the integral approach model:375

min
χ∈I3

1

2
‖Aχ− bl‖22 + ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 .376

377

In addition, if we fix v = bl −Aχ, our model reduces to the `1 fidelity version of the following378

differential approach model:379

min
χ∈I3

1

2
‖Lbl − LAχ‖22 + ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2380

381

as LAχ = Lbl discretizes the PDE (2.6) in the sense of [9, Proposition A.1.].382

From Remark 2.5, we can see that our model considers the incompatibility v and noise383

separately, thereby providing a more precise forward model for QSM. This is because bl is384

obtained from the Poisson’s equation (2.10) and it inevitably contains the harmonic incompat-385

ibility related to the imposed boundary condition, as described in Theorem 2.2. Even though386

more rigorous theoretical analysis is needed, we can somehow explain the effect of harmonic387

incompatibility in this manner; since the standard arguments on the harmonic functions (e.g.388

[19]) tell us that v is smooth and satisfies the mean value property except on ∂Ω, it has slow389

variations on this region. As a consequence, it mostly affects the low frequency components in390

bl compared to the noise which mainly affects the high frequency components. Together with391

the fact that the critical manifold Γ0 forms a conic manifold in the frequency domain, the392

harmonic incompatibility v in bl mainly leads to the loss of F(χ) in low frequency components.393

As empirically observed in [27], the incompatibility in low frequency components of bl394

leads to the shadow artifacts in the reconstructed image, while that in high frequency com-395

ponents leads to the streaking artifacts. Therefore, the simultaneous consideration on the396

incompatibilities in both components is crucial for better susceptibility imaging. The integral397

approach does not take the harmonic incompatibility in bl into account, which may not be398

capable of suppressing the incompatibility in low frequency components of bl, and leads to399

the shadow artifacts in the reconstructed images. The differential approach can be viewed400

as a preconditioned integral approach since the harmonic incompatibility in bl has been re-401

moved in advance. However, the noise in bl can be amplified by L at the cost of harmonic402

incompatibility removal, and this leads to the streaking artifacts propagating from the noise403

in final image [52]. In contrast, the HIRE model takes the form of integral approach which404

explicitly considers the incompatibility v other than the noise by incorporating its sparsity405

under L. By doing so, we expect that the HIRE model can suppress both the noise (cause of406

streaking artifacts) and the harmonic incompatibility (cause of shadow artifacts), so that we407

can achieve the whole brain imaging with less artifacts.408

We would like to mention that the formulation of HIRE model is not limited to (2.21). In409

fact, we can use the nonlinear fidelity term F (bl|χ, v) = 1
2

∥∥ei(Aχ+v)ω0B0TE − eiblω0B0TE
∥∥2

Σ
to410

further compensate the errors in phase unwrapping, which will be more coincident with the411

GRE signal model [27, 35]. However, we will not discuss the details on such nonlinear variants412

as this is beyond the scope of this paper. We will focus on (2.21) throughout this paper.413

2.4. Numerical Algorithm. In the literature, there are numerous algorithms which can414

solve the proposed HIRE model (2.21). In this paper, we adopt the split Bregman algorithm415
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14 CHENGLONG BAO, JAE KYU CHOI, AND BIN DONG

Algorithm 1 Split Bregman Algorithm for (2.21)

Initialization: χ0, v0, d0, e0, f0, g0, p0, q0, r0, s0

for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · do
Update χ and v:

χk+1 = argmin
χ

β

2
‖Aχ− fk + rk‖22 +

β

2
‖Wχ− dk + pk‖22 (2.23)

vk+1 = argmin
v

β

2
‖v − gk + sk‖22 +

β

2
‖Lv − ek + qk‖22 (2.24)

Update d, e, f , and g:

dk+1 = argmin
d

‖γ · d‖1,2 +
β

2
‖d−Wχk+1 − pk‖22 (2.25)

ek+1 = argmin
e

λ ‖e‖1 +
β

2
‖e− Lvk+1 − qk‖22 (2.26)

fk+1 = argmin
f

1

2
‖f + gk − bl‖2Σ +

β

2
‖f −Aχk+1 − rk‖22 (2.27)

gk+1 = argmin
g

1

2
‖g + fk+1 − bl‖2Σ +

β

2
‖g − vk+1 − sk‖22 (2.28)

Update p, q, r, and s:

pk+1 = pk +Wχk+1 − dk+1 (2.29)

qk+1 = qk + Lvk+1 − ek+1 (2.30)

rk+1 = rk +Aχk+1 − fk+1 (2.31)

sk+1 = sk + vk+1 − gk+1 (2.32)

end for

given in [38] in the framework of ADMM [18] as we can convert (2.21) into several subproblems416

which can be solved efficiently. More precisely, let d = Wχ, e = Lv, f = Aχ, and g = v.417

Then (2.21) is reformulated as follows:418

min
χ,v,d,e,f,g

1

2
‖f + g − bl‖2Σ + λ ‖e‖1 + ‖γ · d‖1,2419

subject to d = Wχ, e = Lv, f = Aχ, and g = v.420421

Under this reformulation, we summarize the split Bregman algorithm for (2.21) in Algorithm 1.422

It is easy to see that each subproblem has a closed form solution. The solutions to (2.23)423

and (2.24) can be written as424

χk+1 =
(
ATA+ I

)−1[
AT (fk − rk) +W T (dk − pk)

]
(2.33)425

vk+1 =
(
I + LTL

)−1[
gk − sk + LT (ek − qk)

]
. (2.34)426427
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Since we use the periodic boundary conditions, both (2.33) and (2.34) can be easily solved by428

using the fast Fourier transform. In addition, the solutions to (2.25) and (2.26) are expressed429

in terms of the soft thresholding:430

dk+1 = Tγ/β
(
Wχk+1 + pk

)
(2.35)431

ek+1 = max
(
|Lvk+1 + qk| − λ/β, 0

)
sign

(
Lvk+1 + qk

)
. (2.36)432433

Here, Tγ is the isotropic soft thresholding in [4]: given d defined as434

d = {dl,α : (l,α) ∈ ({0, · · · , L− 1} × B) ∪ {(L− 1,0)}}435436

and γ = {γl : l = 0, 1, · · · , L− 1} with γl ≥ 0, Tγ (d) is defined as437

(Tγ (d))l,α [k] =


dl,α[k], (l,α) = (L− 1,0)

max (Rl[k]− γl[k], 0)
dl,α[k]

Rl[k]
, (l,α) ∈ {0, · · · , L− 1} × B

438

439

where Rl[k] =
(∑

α∈B |dl,α[k]|2
)1/2

for k ∈ O. Finally, the solutions to (2.27) and (2.28) are440

expressed as441

fk+1 =
(
Σ + βI

)−1[
Σ(bl − gk) + β(Aχk+1 + rk)

]
(2.37)442

gk+1 =
(
Σ + βI

)−1[
Σ(bl − fk+1) + β(vk+1 + sk)

]
(2.38)443444

where Σ + βI is simply a diagonal matrix and thus, no matrix inversion is needed.445

Note that, since our model (2.21) is convex, it can be verified that Algorithm 1 converges446

to the minimizer of (2.21) by following the framework of [7, Theorem 3.2.], whenever it has447

the unique global minimizer.448

3. Experimental Results. In this section, we present some experimental results on brain449

phantom in [54] and in vivo MR data in [52], both of which are available on Cornell MRI450

Research Lab webpage1, to compare the wavelet frame HIRE model (2.21) (Frame-HIRE)451

with several existing approaches. In this paper, we choose to compare with the TKD method452

(1.5) in [47], the Tikhonov regularization (1.6) in [29], the wavelet frame integral approach453

(Frame-Int)454

min
χ∈I3

1

2
‖Aχ− bl‖2Σ + ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 (3.1)455

456

and the wavelet frame differential approach (Frame-Diff)457

min
χ∈I3

1

2
‖LAχ− Lbl‖2Σ + ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 (3.2)458

459

where the SNR weight for (3.2) is estimated by the method described in [27]. Moreover, in460

order to highlight the main focus of this paper-to propose a two system regularization model461

1http://www.weill.cornell.edu/mri/pages/qsm.html
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by identifying a harmonic incompatibility in the measured local field data, we also test the462

models by replacing ‖γ ·Wχ‖1,2 in (2.21), (3.1), and (3.2) into the following TGV term:463

TGV2
α1,α0

(χ) = α1 ‖∇χ− p‖1 + α0 ‖Ep‖1 , where E =
1

2

(
∇+∇T

)
, (3.3)464

465

which will be denoted as TGV-HIRE, TGV-Int and TGV-Diff respectively. All experiments466

are implemented on MATLAB R2015a running on a platform with 16GB RAM and Intel(R)467

Xeon(R) CPU E5-2609 0 at 2.40GHz with 4 cores.468

In (2.21), (3.1), and (3.2), we choose W to be the tensor product Haar framelet transform469

with 1 level of decomposition to avoid the memory storage problem. Note, however, that the470

decomposition level and the choice of W will do affect the restoration results. In addition, we471

use the standard difference for the TGV term, and the standard centered difference for L in472

the HIRE approaches. The stopping criterion for Algorithm 1 is473

‖χk+1 − χk‖2
‖χk+1‖2

≤ 5× 10−3,474
475

and (3.1) and (3.2) as well as the TGV models are solved using the split Bregman algorithm476

presented in [7, 22] with the same stopping criterion as above. For the parameters, we choose γ477

in (2.22) as γ =
{
ν2−l : l = 0, · · · , L−1

}
with ν > 0 according to [4]. Empirically, we observe478

that α0 = 2α1 for (3.3), λ = 5ν for the Frame-HIRE, and λ = 8α1 for the TGV-HIRE are479

good choices. Parameters ν and α1 vary case by case, and are chosen manually to promote480

an optimal balance between indices and visual qualities; even though the parameters have481

few effects on the indices, the reconstructed images contain more artifacts as the parameters482

become smaller. Finally, we compute the root mean square error (RMSE), the structural sim-483

ilarity index map (SSIM) [53], and the computation time of the brain phantom experimental484

results for the quantitative comparison of each reconstruction model.485

3.1. Experiments on Brain Phantom. For the brain phantom experiments, we use 256×486

256×98 image with spatial resolution 0.9375×0.9375×1.5mm3 to simulate the 11 equispaced487

multi echo GREs at 3T with TE ranging from 2.6msec to 28.6msec. We first simulate the true488

total field by adding four background susceptibility sources in the true susceptibility image to489

provide the background field. Then we generate the multi echo complex GRE signal by490

I(k, t) = m̃(k) exp
{
− ĩb(k)ω0B0TE(t)

}
, k ∈ O, & t = 1, · · · , 11491492

with a given true magnitude image m̃ and the true total field b̃. Then the white Gaussian493

noise with standard deviation 0.02 is added to both real and complex part of each GRE signal.494

Using the simulated noisy multi echo GRE signal, we estimate the magnitude image and phase495

data using the method in [12], and the phase is further unwrapped by the method in [21] to496

obtain the noisy and incomplete total field b. Finally, we solve the Poisson’s equation (2.10)497

using the method in [57] to obtain the noisy local field data bl. (See Figures 6 and 7.)498

All regularization based models are initialized with χ0 = 0, and both the Frame-HIRE499

and the TGV-HIRE are also initialized with v0 = 0. For the parameters, we choose ~ = 0.125500

for (1.5), ε = 0.01 for (1.6), ν = 0.0005 for the Frame-Int and the Frame-HIRE, ν = 0.004501
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(a) True χ (b) Magnitude (c) ROI

(d) Phase (e) Total field (f) Local field

Figure 6. Sagittal slice images of synthesized data sets for the brain phantom experiments.

(a) True χ (b) Magnitude (c) ROI

(d) Phase (e) Total field (f) Local field

Figure 7. Axial slice images of synthesized data sets for the brain phantom experiments.

for the Frame-Diff, α1 = 0.00025 for the TGV-Int and the TGV-HIRE, and α1 = 0.002 for502

the TGV-Diff. In addition, we choose β = 0.05 for all split Bregman algorithms to solve the503

regularization based models including Algorithm 1.504

Table 1 summarizes the relative error and the SSIM of the direct approaches ((1.5) and505

(1.6)) and the wavelet frame regularization approaches, and Figures 8 and 9 present visual506

comparisons of the results. In addition, Table 2 summarizes the aforementioned indices of507

the direct approaches and the TGV regularization approaches, and Figures 10 and 11 depict508

the visual comparisons. We can see that both the Frame-HIRE and the TGV-HIRE consis-509

tently outperform the existing direct approaches, the integral approaches, and the differential510
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Table 1
Comparison of relative error, and structural similarity index map, for the direct approaches and the wavelet

frame regularization approach in the brain phantom experiments. The bold-faced numbers indicate the best result.

Indices
Direct Approach Regularization
TKD Tikhonov Integral Differential HIRE

RMSE 0.5579 0.5546 0.4516 0.6143 0.4183

SSIM 0.6546 0.6474 0.7485 0.6188 0.7586

Table 2
Comparison of relative error, and structural similarity index map for the direct approaches and the TGV

regularization approach in the brain phantom experiments. The bold-faced numbers indicate the best result.

Indices
Direct Approach Regularization
TKD Tikhonov Integral Differential HIRE

RMSE 0.5579 0.5546 0.4129 0.4568 0.3589

SSIM 0.6546 0.6474 0.7861 0.7147 0.7903

approaches in both cases. At first glance, this verifies the convention that the regularization511

based models in general performs better in solving the ill-posed inverse problem of QSM than512

the direct methods [27, 51]. Most importantly, this result demonstrates that the measured513

local field data obtained from the phase of a complex GRE MR signal contains the harmonic514

incompatibility other than the noise, which agrees with our theoretical discovery, and the515

performance gain mainly comes from taking both the noise in the measured data and the516

harmonic incompatibility (the incompatibility other than the noise) at the same time. Mean-517

while, since this harmonic incompatibility is not taken into account in the integral approaches,518

the reconstructed susceptibility images contain the shadow artifacts as shown in Figures 8d,519

9d, 10d and 11d. The differential approaches can remove the harmonic incompatibility in520

the measured data in advance, leading to the shadow artifact removal compared to the in-521

tegral approach. However, since the noise in bl was amplified by L, the final reconstructed522

images contain the streaking artifacts as shown in Figures 8e, 9e, 10e and 11e, leading to the523

degradation in indices at the same time.524

Finally, we mention that even though the TGV-HIRE performs slightly better than the525

Frame-HIRE from the viewpoint of indices, compared to the Frame-HIRE in Figures 8f and 9f,526

the TGV-HIRE yields an overly smoothed restoration results as shown in Figures 10f and 11f.527

In addition, since D(0) = 0, the χ subproblem of the TGV-HIRE has a rank deficient system528

matrix due to the constant offset, unlike the Frame-HIRE whose system matrix has a full529

column rank due to W TW = I. As a consequence, the CPU time of the TGV-HIRE becomes530

approximately 3 times longer than approximately 11.5min of the Frame-HIRE as shown in531

Table 3, which shows that the TGV regularization approach may not be suitable for the real532

clinical applications. Therefore, even though it is approximately 1.9 times slower than the533

Frame-Int, we can nevertheless conclude that compared to the TGV-HIRE, the Frame-HIRE534

is able to achieve the efficiency of its split Bregman algorithm as well as the shadow and535

streaking artifact removal.536
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(a) True χ (b) TKD (c) Tikhonov

(d) Frame-Int (e) Frame-Diff (f) Frame-HIRE

Figure 8. Sagittal slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the brain phantom experiments.
All sagittal slice images of brain phantom experimental results are displayed in the window level [−0.03, 0.07]
for the fair comparison.

(a) True χ (b) TKD (c) Tikhonov

(d) Frame-Int (e) Frame-Diff (f) Frame-HIRE

Figure 9. Axial slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the brain phantom experiments
with the wavelet frame regularization. All axial slice images of brain phantom experimental results are displayed
in the window level [−0.03, 0.19] for the fair comparison.

Table 3
Comparison of the CPU time for the brain phantom w.r.t. the choice of regularization term.

Indices
Wavelet Frame TGV

Integral Differential HIRE Integral Differential HIRE

CPU Time 366.55 350.33 685.32 1327.66 365.42 2020.29
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(a) True χ (b) TKD (c) Tikhonov

(d) TGV-Int (e) TGV-Diff (f) TGV-HIRE

Figure 10. Sagittal slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the brain phantom experiments
with the TGV regularization. All sagittal slice images of brain phantom experimental results are displayed in
the window level [−0.03, 0.07] for the fair comparison.

(a) True χ (b) TKD (c) Tikhonov

(d) TGV-Int (e) TGV-Diff (f) TGV-HIRE

Figure 11. Axial slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the brain phantom experiments
with the TGV regularization. All axial slice images of brain phantom experimental results are displayed in the
window level [−0.03, 0.19] for the fair comparison.

3.2. Experiments on In Vivo MR Data. The in vivo MR data experiments are conducted537

using 256 × 256 × 146 image with spatial resolution 0.9375 × 0.9375 × 1mm3 which can be538

downloaded on Cornell MRI Research Lab webpage. Using the wrapped phase image presented539

in Figures 12c and 13c, we unwrap the phase using the method in [21] to obtain the total540

field b in Figures 12d and 13d Then the measured local field data bl in Figures 12e and 13e is541

obtained by solving the Poisson’s equation (2.10) using the method in [57].542
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(a) Magnitude (b) ROI (c) Phase (d) Total field (e) Local field

Figure 12. Sagittal slice images of data sets for the in vivo MR data experiments.

(a) Magnitude (b) ROI (c) Phase (d) Total field (e) Local field

Figure 13. Axial slice images of data sets for the in vivo MR data experiments.

As in subsection 3.1, all regularization based models are initialized with χ0 = 0, and both543

the Frame-HIRE and the TGV-HIRE are also initialized with v0 = 0. For the parameters,544

we choose ~ = 0.1 for (1.5), ε = 0.01 for (1.6), ν = 0.0005 for the Frame-Int and the Frame-545

HIRE, ν = 0.005 for the Frame-Diff, α1 = 0.00025 for the TGV-Int and the TGV-HIRE,546

and α1 = 0.0025 for the TGV-Diff. In addition, we choose β = 0.05 for all split Bregman547

algorithms to solve the regularization based models including Algorithm 1.548

Figures 14 and 15 display the visual comparisons of the direct approaches and the wavelet549

frame regularization approaches, and the zoom-in views of Figure 14 are provided in Figure 16.550

We also provide the visual comparisons of the direct approaches and the TGV regularization551

approaches in Figures 17 to 19. Since the reference image is not available for in vivo MR data,552

it is in general more difficult to provide quantitative evaluations than the numerical brain553

phantom. Nonetheless, we can see from the viewpoint of visual comparison that the pros and554

cons are almost the same as the numerical brain phantom experiments. It is also worth noting555

that the HIRE models can reduce the streaking artifacts which propagate from ∂Ω into Ω as556

well as the shadow artifacts. As pointed out in [52], the in vivo local field data is prone to the557

outliers near ∂Ω because the GRE signal lacks information outside Ω. Hence, we can see that558

most streaking artifacts propagate from these outliers near ∂Ω into the ROI. However, thanks559

to the sparsity promoting property of `1 norm, the term λ ‖Lv‖1 in the HIRE approaches can560

somehow capture and remove them, leading to the suppression of artifacts propagating from561

∂Ω into Ω as well as the shadow and streaking artifact removal. Finally, even though we can562

also note that the Tikhonov regularization can somehow reduce the artifacts, there are some563

losses of features due to the smoothness prior of the susceptibility image.564

Finally, similar to the brain phantom experiments, the TGV-HIRE restores an overly565

smoothed susceptibility image as shown in Figures 17e, 18e and 19e compared to the Frame-566

HIRE in Figures 14e, 15e and 16e. In addition, the split Bregman algorithm of the TGV-HIRE567

is approximately 7 times slower than the Frame-HIRE, as shown in Table 4, which again shows568
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(a) TKD (b) Tikhonov (c) Frame-Int (d) Frame-Diff (e) Frame-HIRE

Figure 14. Sagittal slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the in vivo MR data experi-
ments with the wavelet frame regularization. All images of in vivo MR data experimental results are displayed
in the window level [−0.2, 0.2] for the fair comparison.

(a) TKD (b) Tikhonov (c) Frame-Int (d) Frame-Diff (e) Frame-HIRE

Figure 15. Axial slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the in vivo MR data experiments
with the wavelet frame Regularization.

(a) TKD (b) Tikhonov (c) Frame-Int (d) Frame-Diff (e) Frame-HIRE

Figure 16. Zoom-in views of Figure 14.

(a) TKD (b) Tikhonov (c) TGV-Int (d) TGV-Diff (e) TGV-HIRE

Figure 17. Sagittal slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the in vivo MR data experi-
ments with the TGV regularization. All images of in vivo MR data experimental results are displayed in the
window level [−0.2, 0.2] for the fair comparison.

that the TGV regularization approach may not be suitable for the real clinical applications.569

Hence, as in the brain phantom experiments, we can conclude that compared to the TGV-570

HIRE, the Frame-HIRE is able to achieve the efficiency of its split Bregman algorithm as well571

as the shadow and streaking artifact removal.572
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(a) TKD (b) Tikhonov (c) TGV-Int (d) TGV-Diff (e) TGV-HIRE

Figure 18. Axial slice images comparing QSM reconstruction methods for the in vivo MR data experiments
with the TGV Regularization.

(a) TKD (b) Tikhonov (c) TGV-Int (d) TGV-Diff (e) TGV-HIRE

Figure 19. Zoom-in views of Figure 17.

Table 4
Comparison of the CPU time for the in vivo data w.r.t. the choice of regularization term.

Indices
Wavelet Frame TGV

Integral Differential HIRE Integral Differential HIRE

CPU Time 628.25 353.32 953.10 3330.51 775.60 6776.12

4. Conclusion. In this paper, we proposed a new regularization based susceptibility re-573

construction model. The proposed HIRE model is based on the identification of the harmonic574

incompatibility in the measured local field data arising from the underlying PDE (1.8). The575

harmonic property is imposed as a prior of incompatibility via the sparsity under the Lapla-576

cian into the integral approach so that we can apply the idea of two system regularization577

model. By doing so, we can take the incompatibility in the data which is other than the578

additive noise into account, achieving the susceptibility image reconstruction with less arti-579

facts. Finally, the experimental results show that our proposed approach (2.21) outperforms580

the existing approaches in both brain phantom and in vivo MR data.581

Appendix A. Preliminaries on Wavelet Frame. Provided here is a brief introduction582

on the tight wavelet frame. Briefly speaking, it is a generalization of the orthogonal wavelet583

basis (e.g. [37]) into the redundant system, and due to the redundancy, it is more robust to584

errors than the traditional orthonormal basis [17]. Interested readers may consult [10, 11, 41]585

for theories of frame and wavelet frame, [46] for a short survey on the theory and applications586

of frames, and [15, 16] for more detailed surveys.587

For a given Ψ = {ψ1, · · · , ψr} ⊆ L2(Rd) with d ∈ N, a quasi-affine system X(Ψ) generated588
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by Ψ is the collection of the dilations and the shifts of the elements in Ψ:589

X(Ψ) =
{
ψα,n,k : 1 ≤ α ≤ r, n ∈ Z, k ∈ Zd

}
, (A.1)590

591

where ψα,n,k is defined as592

ψα,n,k =

{
2

nd
2 ψα(2n · −k) n ≥ 0;

2ndψα(2n · −2nk) n < 0.
(A.2)593

594

We say that X(Ψ) is a tight wavelet frame on L2(Rd) if we have595

‖f‖2L2(Rd) =
r∑

α=1

∑
n∈Z

∑
k∈Zd

|〈f, ψα,n,k〉|2 (A.3)596

597

for every f ∈ L2(Rd). In this case, each ψα is called a (tight) framelet, and 〈f, ψα,n,k〉 is called598

the canonical coefficient of f .599

The constructions of (anti-)symmetric and compactly supported framelets Ψ are usually600

based on a multiresolution analysis (MRA); we first find some compactly supported refinable601

function φ with a refinement mask q0 such that602

φ = 2d
∑
k∈Zd

q0[k]φ(2 · −k). (A.4)603

604

Then the MRA based construction of Ψ = {ψ1, · · · , ψr} ⊆ L2(Rd) is to find finitely supported605

masks qα such that606

ψα = 2d
∑
k∈Zd

qα[k]φ(2 · −k), α = 1, · · · , r. (A.5)607

608

The sequences q1, · · · , qr are called wavelet frame mask or the high pass filters of the system,609

and the refinement mask q0 is also called the low pass filter.610

The unitary extension principle (UEP) of [41] provides a general theory of the construction611

of MRA based tight wavelet frames. Briefly speaking, as long as {q0, q1, · · · , qr} are compactly612

supported and their Fourier series q̂α(ξ) =
∑
k∈Zd qα[k]e−iξ·k satisfy613

r∑
α=0

|q̂α(ξ)|2 = 1 and
r∑

α=0

q̂α(ξ)q̂α(ξ + ν) = 0 (A.6)614

615

for all ν ∈ {0, π}d\{0} and ξ ∈ [−π, π]d, the quasi-affine system X(Ψ) with Ψ = {ψ1, · · · , ψr}616

defined by (A.5) forms a tight frame of L2(Rd), and the filters {q0, q1, · · · , qr} form a discrete617

tight frame on `2(Zd) [15].618

Example A.1. The piecewise constant B-spline (or the Haar framelet) [11] for L2(R) has619

one refinable function and one framelet620

φ(x) =

{
1 if x ∈ [0, 1)

0 if x /∈ [0, 1)
and ψ1(x) =


1 if x ∈ [0, 1/2)

−1 if x ∈ [1/2, 1)

0 if x /∈ [0, 1)

621

622
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0

1
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0.5 1

(a) Refinable function φ

0

1

−1

0.5 1

(b) Framelet function ψ1

Figure 20. Illustration of φ and ψ1 in Example A.1.

as shown in Figure 20. Here, the associated filters are623

q0 =
1

2

[
1 1

]
and q1 =

1

2

[
1 −1

]
.624

625

Since this {q0, q1} satisfies (A.6), X (Ψ) with Ψ = {ψ1} forms a tight frame on L2(R).626

The tight frame on L2(Rd) with d ≥ 2 can be constructed by taking tensor products of627

univariate tight framelets [4, 5, 10, 15]. Given a set of univariate masks
{
q0, q1, · · · , qr

}
, we628

define multivariate masks qα[k] with α = (α1, · · · , αd) and k = (k1, · · · , kd) as629

qα[k] = qα1 [k1] · · · qαd
[kd], 0 ≤ α1, · · · , αd ≤ r, k = (k1, · · · , kd) ∈ Zd.630631

The corresponding multivariate refinable function and framelets are defined as632

ψα(x) = ψα1(x1) · · ·ψαd
(xd), 0 ≤ α1, · · · , αd ≤ r, x = (x1, · · · , xd) ∈ Rd633634

with ψ0 = φ for convenience. If the univariate masks {qα} are constructed from UEP, then635

we can verify that {qα} satisfies (A.6) and thus X(Ψ) with Ψ =
{
ψα : α ∈ {0, · · · , r}d \ {0}

}
636

forms a tight frame for L2(Rd).637

In the discrete setting, let Id ' RN1×···×Nd be the space of real valued functions defined on638

a regular grid {0, 1, · · · , N1 − 1} × · · · × {0, 1, · · · , Nd − 1}. The fast framelet decomposition,639

or the analysis operator with L levels of decomposition is defined as640

Wu = {Wl,αu : (l,α) ∈ ({0, · · · , L− 1} × B) ∪ {(L− 1,0)}} (A.7)641642

where B = {0, · · · , r}d \ {0} is the framelet band. Then the frame coefficients Wl,αu ∈ Id of643

u ∈ Id at level l and band α are defined as644

Wl,αu = ql,α[−·] ~ u.645646

where ~ denotes the discrete convolution with a certain boundary condition (e.g. the periodic647

boundary condition), and ql,α is defined as648

ql,α = q̃l,α ~ q̃l−1,0 ~ · · ·~ q̃0,0 with q̃l,α[k] =

{
qα[2−lk], k ∈ 2lZd

0, k /∈ 2lZd.
(A.8)649

650
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We denote by W T , the adjoint of W , the fast reconstruction (or the synthesis operator). Then651

by UEP (A.6), we have W TW = I.652

Finally, we mention that among many different choice of framelets, the ones constructed653

from the B-spline are the most popular in image processing. This is due to the multiscale654

structure of the wavelet frame systems, short supports of the (anti-)symmetric framelet func-655

tions with varied vanishing moments, and the presence of both low pass and high pass filters656

in the wavelet frame filter banks, which are desirable in sparsely approximating images [17].657

A tight frame system constructed from the low order B-spline has fewer filters with shorter658

supports compared to the ones constructed from the high order B-splines. Hence, low order659

B-spline framelet systems are more computationally efficient while the high order ones are660

capable of capturing richer image singularities. Moreover, since high order B-spline framelets661

have larger supports, they may introduce more numerical viscosity, often leading to smoother662

reconstructions in image restoration tasks. Hence, the choice of framelet systems indeed de-663

pends on the the task and the computational cost we can afford [56]. In this paper, we fix W664

to be the Haar framelet system for the wavelet frame regularization models as the susceptibil-665

ity images can be well approximated by piecewise constant functions. Besides, we always fix666

L = 1 to avoid the memory storage problem as we solve three dimensional inverse problem.667

We also note that the choices of W will indeed affect the reconstruction results. For example,668

the use of data driven tight frames in [6] will generate better reconstruction results due to669

its adaptivity, even though it requires further numerical studies. Nonetheless, we forgo more670

details on the choice of W in order not to dilute the main focus of this paper.671
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